Assessment of the Supply Chain Risk and Risk Management in Amsterdam,
Netherlands

Leading business intelligence service group, BIS Group s.r.o., is excited to announce an
exclusive Supply Chain Risk Management Forum with the senior executives, industry leaders,
experts and decision-makers within Supply Chain Industry.

BIS group s.r.o. announces the Supply Chain Risk Management Forum taking place on 12th –
13th September 2016, in Amsterdam, Netherlands. The event will be held specifically to
disclose how to identify, assess and approach risk in the supply chain and how and which
tools to use for effective capturing the necessary data. The Forum will showcase how to
optimize through supply chain visibility supply chain operations while minimizing
vulnerability and achieving resilience. Moreover, it will teach the best framework and
strategies for managing supply chain risks and the ways to reduce third-party risk.
Vice Presidents, Directors, Heads, Top Managers and Analysts engaged in supply chain
management will share their ideas and experience throughout 2-day practical case studies, indepth panel discussions, interactive sessions and workshops. The small-scale nature of the
event, high caliber speakers and balanced spectrum of attending companies will ensure
extensive networking and business opportunities.
About BIS Group s.r.o.

We are the Business Intelligence Services company based in Europe. We believe that
knowledge is the most powerful asset, especially, in the context of time and money. This
inspires us to work with top professionals, global leaders and experts active in Oil & Gas,
Energy, Construction, Telecommunications, Pharmaceutical, Management and Financial
Services. We are an exclusive platform supporting ambitious, progressive and forwardthinking companies and empowering them with the best market practices for today's fast
changing markets.
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